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Why “Bohemian”?
Not this Bohemia

This is kind of fun, though!  We can have our own culture!

“BOunded HEight Matrix of Integers” = BOHEMI   … close enough.

Original motivation for me was “just” as test problems

The Basic Idea is, well, just use brute force, even exhaustively, on a discrete 
collection.  Large n asymptotics is a powerful idea, yes, but nowadays the brute is 
pretty strong too.  Moore’s Law is on our side. It's even useful against 
superexponential cost...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohemia#/media/File:CZ-cleneni-Cechy-wl.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohemianism
http://www.bohemianeigenvalues.com


Some definitions
The height  of a matrix A is the infinity norm of vec(A)

The characteristic height of a matrix A is the infinity norm of the vector of 
coefficients (which may be different in different polynomial bases) of the 
characteristic polynomial of A. The characteristic length is the 1-norm.

The population of a Bohemian family is the set (usually finite and discrete, hence 
bounded) of possible entries for each matrix in the family.



847,288,609,443 matrices
           1,839,102 different char. polys
           7,963,249 distinct eigenvalues

 1.8×5=9, btw. “shared eigenvalues”

OEIS A272658

Picture by Steven Thornton



Preludes 

Littlewood polynomials (1950-ish) Monomial basis polynomials with ±1 coeffs

Visible Structures in Number Theory (1995-ish) (Centre for Experimental and 
Constructive Mathematics, Simon Fraser University) Zeros of such polynomials.

EACA 2004 Santander (Littlewood polynomial analogue in Lagrange Basis)

Large literature on zero-one matrices

One of the outcomes from this workshop might be a more complete reference list 
(NJH already has several, which he will share in his talk). Some of these ideas go 
back to Lehmer in the 1930s.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Littlewood_polynomial
https://www.maa.org/sites/default/files/pdf/upload_library/22/Ford/Borwein897-910.pdf
http://www.apmaths.uwo.ca/~rcorless/frames/PAPERS/PABV/XIANgcm.pdf


Hybrid Symbolic-Numeric Computing
We will see examples of problems for which numerical computation of eigenvalues 
is the fastest way to get what we want, perhaps using flints, or simply floats.

There are also cases where symbolic computation is fastest and most reliable. 
This is particularly true for counting: number of distinct characteristic polynomials, 
number of real roots, number of multiple roots, number of neutral matrices, etc.

(Steven Thornton will give some instances)



Zeros of all Littlewood-Lagrange polynomials n=10
Polynomial is ±1 at

roots of unity



n=12
  



n=8
Riemann sphere



Circulant
N=9

Riemann sphere

Scaled by 6



Another line: Mandelbrot matrices and Rhapsody
In December 2010 Laura Reid (CS, Western) asked me to give a talk in their 
TRICS seminar.  Since Benoit B.  Mandelbrot had recently died, I chose to talk 
about Mandelbrot Polynomials:                              with p₀=0. I thought they would 
provide nice examples for use of Lagrange or Hermite interpolational companion 
matrix pencils (and yes they do).

But Piers W. Lawrence had a better idea (I think in 2011). His idea led to a new 
kind of companion matrix.  

http://www.csd.uwo.ca/TRICS/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benoit_Mandelbrot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benoit_Mandelbrot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benoit_Mandelbrot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MPSolve
http://www.research.lawrences.info/coding/mandel.html
http://www.research.lawrences.info/
http://repository.uwyo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3400&context=ela
http://repository.uwyo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3400&context=ela


Mandelbrot: population {-1,0}

M=spmandel(5);

spy(M)

 oeis.org/A202019

Characteristic height 50,788 

for degree 31



The Mandelbrot Matrix Family has Rhapsody
spy( M⁻¹ )

The population of inv(M) is {-1,0,1}

Each nonzero entry is ±1

The height is still 1

“I'm sorry: it's just too, too cute.”

 --Susan Colley, Ed: Amer. Math. Monthly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ9rUzIMcZQ


Rhapsody is useful because Gerschgorin theorems about eigenvalue 
inclusion zones become theorems about eigenvalue exclusion zones

This is analogous to the use of reciprocal polynomials  

Borwein P, Pinner C. Polynomials with {0,+ 1,-1} coefficients and a root close to a given 
point. Canadian Journal of Mathematics. 1997 Oct 1;49(5):887-915.



Fibonacci-Mandelbrot

Pictures by Eunice Y.S. Chan



Narayana-Mandelbrot

Narayana’s cows sequence

http://oeis.org/A000930


Euclid

DEK asked if we could solve “Euclid

Polynomials”.  Turns out we could.

● Minimal height companions
● Algebraic linearizations
● Euclid numbers, Sylvester's seq

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.04405
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.04405
http://oeis.org/A000058


Algebraic Linearization of Matrix Polynomials
The idea is that the height is an important issue, for numerics. A linearization 
with a lower height ought to be more numerically stable for eigenvalue 
computation.  As an extreme example, the Mandelbrot family and its 
generalizations all have companions of height 1, while the characteristic height 
grows exponentially in the degree (doubly exponentially in the index n).  This is 
why MPSolve uses the monomial basis Mandelbrot polynomials as test cases: the 
polynomials are hard to solve numerically.  

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.04488


Some facts
The number of possible Bohemian matrices of dimension n is typically 
quadratically exponential (exp( c n² ) for some c ), depending on structure.  This is 
faster growth than factorial (which is “only” exp( c n*log n )  ). It’s only recently that 
computation of eigenvalues for so many matrices has become practicable.

For instance, with a population {-1,0,1} the number of general Bohemians of 
dimension 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 1; 3; 81; 19,683; 43,046,721; 847,288,609,443.

The case n=6 is already exascale, with over 1.5E17 such matrices.

(Steven Thornton has now found eigenvalues of several trillion matrices)





Structure matters; population matters
General; complex symmetric; banded; Toeplitz; upper Hessenberg; circulant; 
Frobenius companion; Fiedler companion; colleague/comrade; doubly companion; 
normal matrices; nonnormal matrices; displacement structures; centrosymmetry 

Bernoulli: {-1,1} (compressed sensing) then {-1,0,1}, then others.  Symbolic 
Bohemians are possible---as are multivariate symbolic Bohemians.

Zero-one matrices have a huge literature



Selecta

● Nonnormal
● Upper Hessenberg
● Zero diagonal
● -1 subdiagonal

This picture is of all eigenvalues of

all 59,049 (less four) five by five 

matrices with population {-1,0,1}



Six by six Upper Hessenberg
  

14.348.907 such matrices (only 4 are normal)
67.628 different characteristic polynomials

Generated in Maple on a Surface Pro (owned 
by Juana Sendra)



The four normals
 Symmetric, Circulant,  Skew circulant, Skew symmetric



Upper Hessenberg Toeplitz
We found this class to be interesting when we were 
examining extreme behaviour in upper Hessenberg matrices.

● “Only” singly exponential number of matrices of 
dimension n

● Many known properties (Toeplitz) for eigenvalues
● Really the most beautiful pictures (according to me)



{-1,0,1} on diagonal
There’s a lot to explain about

this figure.



Zero diagonal
The previous figure is then just

three copies of this one, aligned

at -1, at 0, and at 1











Some things we're working on now



All 847.288.609.443 five by five matrices 
{-1,0,1} give over two thousand million stable 
matrices giving 25,707 different characteristic 
polynomials with eigenvalues only in the left 
half plane

Computation done exactly in Maple, starting 
with Steven Thornton's dataset of all 
1.839.102 characteristic polynomials

PolynomialTools[Hurwitz] decides

Maximum characteristic height is 56
Rightmost real part is -1.319e-4 ±1.356i



847,288,609,443 matrices
           1,839,102 different char. polys
           7,963,249 distinct eigenvalues

 1.8×5=9, btw. “shared eigenvalues”

OEIS A272658



Toeplitz and Circulant matrices: easy Bohemians?
We’ve only just started working on circulant Bohemians.  I suspect that we will be 
able to answer many questions precisely for this class, questions that are difficult 
for general matrices.  Cristian Ardelean and Jeet Trivedi have some combinatorial 
theorems (work in progress)



Moravia gets involved
Matrix Of Random Algebraic Values gives MORAV --- close enough

(thanks to Karl Dilcher for the suggestion)

We can have populations of algebraic integers, for instance.

We can take random samples from large populations instead of exhaustive 
computation.

Terence Tao and Van Vu have written about the asymptotics of such things.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:CZ-cleneni-Morava-wl.png


Sample 9.370.418 six by six matrices {-1,0,1} 
give 19.483 stable matrices with 15.518 
different characteristic polynomials with 
eigenvalues only in the left half plane

3 raised to the 36 is over 1.5e17: exascale!

Computation done exactly in Maple, on a 
Surface Pro, taking a few days (I interrupted 
it---was hoping for 20 million in that time)

PolynomialTools[Hurwitz] decides
Iterators[CartesianProduct]
Mersenne Twister random rank

Maximum characteristic height found: 120
Rightmost real part found -1.161e-5 ±1.9175i



Other classes
● Generalized eigenvalue problems
● Polynomial eigenvalue problems
● Tensor eigenvalues
● Multivariate Polynomial Bohemians

● Roots of unity in the population
● Fine scales in the population
● Asymmetric populations
● Algebraic and semialgebraic curves and 

surfaces arising from continuous but 
bounded populations



Other approaches
● Large-scale computing with floats
● Random sampling
● Group-theoretic combinatorics with 

symmetry
● Homotopy continuation methods (this is 

very promising)

● Groebner basis with symbolic elements 
(looking for nilpotent Bohemians, for 
instance)

● Use of higher precision only when 
warranted, and exact computation only 
when necessary

● Symbolic elements make patterns easier 
sometimes



Goals
1. Increased understanding of eigenvalue 

problems including polynomial eigenvalue 
problems. 

2. Increased algorithmic understanding, 
including questions of numerical stability 
and conditioning

3. New mathematics and new mathematical 
questions

4. New connections to other branches of 
mathematics, including combinatorics, 
number theory, and group theory

1. Some understanding of the context in 
which these problems fit

2. Better understanding of the history of 
these ideas

3. Applications, including pedagogical 
applications
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to the OEIS after attending a Bohemian talk.
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Juana Sendra

This list is incomplete: Add Your Name Here!



● Talk prepared using Google Slides
● Computations done in Maple, Matlab, C++, Python, and Julia
● LaTeX equations generated by Maple and parsed by the online TeX gif 

generator at CodeCogs.com

http://www.codecogs.com/latex/eqneditor.php
http://www.codecogs.com/latex/eqneditor.php

